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ABSTRACT

We present the third and final data release of the Large Early Galaxy Astrophysics Census (LEGA-

C), an ESO/VLT public spectroscopic survey targeting 0.6 < z < 1.0, Ks-selected galaxies. The

data release contains 3528 spectra with measured stellar velocity dispersions and stellar population

properties, a 25-fold increase in sample size compared to previous work. ThisKs-selected sample probes

the galaxy population down to ∼ 0.3L∗, for all colors and morphological types. Along with the spectra

we publish a value-added catalog with stellar and ionized gas velocity dispersions, stellar absorption

line indices, emission line fluxes and equivalent widths, complemented with structural parameters

measured from HST/ACS imaging. With its combination of high precision and large sample size,

LEGA-C provides a new benchmark for galaxy evolution studies.

Keywords: galaxies: high-redshift – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: structure

1. INTRODUCTION

The successful tenure of ESO’s VLT/VIMOS spectro-

graph (Le Fèvre et al. 2003) was completed by the imple-

mentation of the two most recent Public Spectroscopic

Surveys: LEGA-C (van der Wel et al. 2016; Straatman

et al. 2018) and VANDELS (McLure et al. 2018; Penter-

icci et al. 2018). Both surveys, carried out from 2015 to
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2018, are characterized by a focus on depth and data

quality, representing a clear departure from VIMOS’

previous use as the ‘redshift machine’ for which it was

designed. The detector upgrade and instrument refur-

bishment in 2010 made this possible.

The practical goal of the LEGA-C survey is to collect

high signal-to-noise, high resolution spectra for thou-

sands of galaxies in the redshift range 0.6 . z . 1. This

allows, for the first time for the general galaxy pop-

ulation, to probe stellar populations (ages and metal-
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licities) and stellar kinematics (velocity dispersions) of

thousands of galaxies at a look-back time of ∼ 7 Gyr.

The primary science goals span all key open questions

in the field of galaxy formation and evolution. First,

what are the star-formation histories of galaxies? The

spectra constrain the bulk formation age of the stel-

lar population, the metal enrichment history and how

bursty the star formation history is. Crucially, at large

look-back time it is easier to resolve the main formation

phase; in the present-day Universe most stars formed

many Gyr ago, and old stellar populations are difficult

to dissect due to their slow spectral evolution. Second,

how does star formation quench in massive galaxies?

Does this occur rapidly due to strong outflows, possibly

associated with a preceding increase in star formation, or

relatively slowly due to a lack of cooling to supplement

fuel? The role of environment, Active Galactic Nuclei

and mergers can be examined thanks to the large sample

size. Third, how do galaxies evolve after the cessation

of star formation? They can evolve merely passively, or

continue growth and structural evolution through merg-

ing. The kinematic properties and chemical composition

constrain this process.

These topics are interconnected and also connect to

quantifying the fundamental properties of the galaxy

population as a whole. Given the dynamical mass mea-

surements and spectroscopy-based estimates with un-

precedented quality of the stellar mass, we will be able to

assess the contribution of dark matter (and/or a bottom-

heavy stellar initial mass function) across galaxy types,

and how this changes with cosmic time. The abundances

of heavy elements can be constrained and compared with

those of the (ionized) interstellar medium to indirectly

constrain the importance of in- and outflows of galaxies.

Initial results based on the 1st and 2nd data releases

(Straatman et al. 2018, hereafter, DR2) illustrate the

broad range of applications of LEGA-C data. Bezan-

son et al. (2018a) showed that z ∼ 1 quiescent galaxies

show more rotation in their stellar body than equally

massive counterparts at z ∼ 0, providing strong evi-

dence for a reduction in net angular momentum through

merging after galaxies become quiescent, with modest

environmental dependence (Cole et al. 2020). At the

same time, the question whether galaxies change their

structure upon ‘quenching’ – the transition from an ac-

tively star-forming state to a quiescent state – remains

open. Wu et al. (2020) and D’Eugenio et al. (2020) show

that post-starburst galaxies rapidly formed a large num-

ber of stars in the central regions of galaxies, producing

compact galaxies. But, at the same time, larger galax-

ies are generally younger (Wu et al. 2018a), reflecting

a complexity in galaxy evolution that can only be re-

vealed by high-quality spectroscopic data. The specific

implication here is that there are multiple evolutionary

pathways to reach a quiescent state. This is just one

example of how constraints on stellar populations (Wu

et al. 2018b) increase our physical insight into the evolu-

tionary process, and our first attempts to quantify this

information demonstrated that the ‘downsizing’ trend –

that galaxies with higher stellar masses are older – was

already evident at z ∼ 1 (Chauke et al. 2018). The

quality of the LEGA-C spectroscopy is also such that,

for the first time, we could detect and quantify bursts of

star formation at z ∼ 1 that occurred after an initial pe-

riod of quiescence at z ∼ 2 (Chauke et al. 2019), as well

as a novel approach to quantifying dust attenuation in

star-forming galaxies; Barǐsić et al. (2020) shows steep

attenuation curves, especially for face-on galaxies, and

frequently detect the 2175Åbump in individual galaxies

for the first time.

The ultimate goal to jointly analyse the evolution of

stellar populations and the kinematic state of the stellar

body is now within reach, which starts with examining

the evolution and detailed properties of scaling relations

such as the Fundamental Plane (de Graaff et al. 2020,

2021). Detailed comparisons with the latest cosmolog-

ical simulations of galaxy formation will then improve

the fidelity of the physical models used in those simula-

tions. Finally, the large sample size also allows to probe

rare classes of objects such as radio-loud Actice Galactic

Nuclei and explore their kinematic and stellar popula-

tion properties of the first time (Barǐsić et al. 2017).

With the full LEGA-C sample, where we increase the

sample of spectra with measured redshifts and stellar

velocity dispersions from 1447 to 3528 compared with

DR2, we enable the community to pursue this line of

research. In this paper we will first present the up-

dated sample and the improvements in the data reduc-

tion pipeline compared to DR2, as well as an analysis of

the Hubble Space Telescope/Advanced Camera for Sur-

veys (HST/ACS) data that are available for nearly all

objects in our sample (Section 2). We then describe

the basic measurements that we are publishing with

this paper: stellar and ionized gas velocity dispersions,

spectral indices, and emission line fluxes, as well as in-

ferred quantities such as dynamical mass estimates (Sec-

tion 3). Our published measurements are independent

of cosmological parameters, with the exception of dy-

namical mass, which has one element (galaxy size) that

requires a conversion from observed to physical units.

There we adopt a flat ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.3

and H0 = 70 km s−1.
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Figure 1. Ks band distribution of the Ultra-VISTA catalog
for galaxies with (spectroscopic or photometric) redshifts in
the range 0.6 < z < 1 compared to the Ks-band selected
parent sample of candidates for the LEGA-C survey. The
gradual decrease with K magnitude for the parent sample is
the result of the redshift-dependent Ks limit. The darkest
histogram gives the Ks-band distribution for targets with
LEGA-C observations. Masks were designed by including
objects sorted by Ks flux (brightest first). As a result, down
to Ks ∼ 19.5 LEGA-C observed 50% or more of the popula-
tion, while for Ks = 20− 20.5 it is around 30%.

2. DATA

2.1. The LEGA-C Survey: Observations

The survey goals and design were extensively dis-

cussed by van der Wel et al. (2016) and Straatman

et al. (2018). The key characteristic of the survey

is that it is Ks-band selected. As we will see, the

long integration times of ∼20 hours lead to a very

high success rate in measurement redshifts, stellar kine-

matics, and stellar population properties, even for the

faintest, reddest targets. From the UltraVISTA cata-

log (Muzzin et al. 2013b) we first create a parent sam-

ple of galaxies with (spectroscopic or photometric) red-

shifts in the range 0.6 < z < 1 and with Ks magni-

tudes brighter than a redshift-dependent limit Ks,LIM =

20.7 − 7.5 log((1 + z)/1.8) (Fig. 1). When designing the

slit masks we included targets ordered by Ks magni-

tude (brightest first). As the mask fills up, slit colli-

sions prevent the inclusion of fainter galaxies, leading

to higher (and precisely quantifiable) completeness for

brighter targets. Any remaining mask space is used to

include fillers: Ks-bright objects at z > 1, fainter targets
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Figure 2. Survey footprint and source distribution in the
COSMOS field. Symbol size reflects the stellar velocity dis-
persion (Section 3.2) in order to emphasize the more massive
galaxies.
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Figure 3. Example comparison of DR2 (red) and DR3
(black) versions of the same spectrum, illustrating the im-
provements and changes to the data processing techniques.
The overall normalization is affected (on the level of a few
percent) by the zero point changes in the photometry used
for the flux calibration (Appendix B). The shape of the con-
tinuum is affected by the changes in the photometric SED fit
(2.2.3). The improved telluric absorption correction (2.2.2)
is most clearly seen in the wavelength range 7600− 7700 Å,
where the systematic residual in the form of high-frequency
‘beating’ is reduced in the DR3 version of the spectrum.

in the LEGA-C redshift range, and a mixed bag objects

at lower redshifts and faint, higher-redshift objects. We

refer to Table 1 and, for comparison, to the equivalent

Table 1 in the survey paper (van der Wel et al. 2016) for

an overview of the LEGA-C sample. The success rate

of the redshift and stellar velocity dispersions (discussed

in Section 3) is also given.

The final survey footprint is created by 30 slightly

overlapping pointings, together covering 1.4255 square

degrees (Figure 2), giving a total survey co-moving vol-

ume of 3.664 × 106 Mpc3 between z = 0.6 and z = 1.0,
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Table 1. Sample selection and success rate

Sample Redshift K-band limit # in UltraVISTA1 # in LEGA-C with z with σ′?,int

Parent Any < 23.4 (90% compl.) 157,667 4,081 3,937 3,528

Primary 0.6 < z < 1.0 < 20.7− 7.5 log((1 + z)/1.8) 8,655 3,029 3,018 2,932

Filler I z > 1 < 20.36 3,511 260 184 163

Filler II 0.6 < z < 1.0 > 20.7− 7.5 log((1 + z)/1.8) 32,261 590 553 380

Filler III Other Other 113,240 202 182 53

Note—Sample selection criteria for the primary sample and the 3 categories of fillers. Numbers of spectra with successfully
measured redshifts and stellar velocity dispersions (Section 3 are given in the last two columns. 1: in Muzzin et al. (2013a)

catalog and within LEGA-C footprint (Fig. 2).

equivalent to the local volume out to ∼100 Mpc (z ∼
0.023).

Two additional pointings, contained within the main

footprint, were chosen for specific purposes. One of these

has the same selection approach as the 30 main point-

ings but the slits are oriented in the East-West direction

where all other masks and slits in the North-South direc-

tion. The goal here is to obtain kinematic information

along two perpendicular axes. The other extra mask has

a different selection function and is optimized to include

red, low-mass galaxies that are otherwise rarely included

in the survey. This increases the dynamic range in scal-

ing relations.

The 32 masks produced 4081 galaxy spectra, with

3741 unique objects (340 are observed more than once).

We have 3029 spectra of primary targets (compare their

K magnitude distribution with the K magnitude distri-

bution of the parent sample in Figure 1), and 1052 of

fillers. The success rate (in terms of making key mea-

surements) is very high; the fraction of primary spectra

with successful redshift and stellar velocity dispersion

measurements is close to 100% as described in detail

below (Section 3). The completeness of the LEGA-C

sample in relation to both the parent sample and the

full galaxy population is discussed in detail in Appendix

A.

Observations were carried out between December 2014

and March 2018. In total, 211 (mostly partial) nights

were spent observing in Visitor Mode, for a total on-

source integration time of 695 hours out of the allocated

1107 hours. The resulting efficiency of 63% includes not

only the usual overheads, but also weather and technical

losses. The anticipated efficiency in the survey manage-

ment plan was also precisely 63% (including weather

losses); from a scheduling and execution perspective

LEGA-C can then be considered a success. The moti-

vation for executing the survey in Visitor Mode is obvi-

ous: even without weather and technical losses Service

Mode observations would have at most 50% efficiency

given standard calibration requirements and scheduling

constraints. The increased efficiency is mainly due to

an efficient calibration plan and flexibility in designing

the observations, circumventing the need for hourly re-

acquisition and alignment. On a general note, given that

VIMOS was not originally designed for long exposures

and tracking objects for many hours, the performance

of instrument and telescope has been very good.

2.2. Custom LEGA-C pipeline

As described in the DR2 paper we designed a custom

pipeline built on top of ESO-provided data handling in-

frastructure. Here, for DR3, we make three improve-

ments in the data analysis related to 1) sky subtrac-

tion/object extraction, 2) telluric absorption correction,

and 3) flux calibration.

2.2.1. Sky Subtraction / Object Extraction

For DR2 we created sky+object models in the spatial

direction where the object was represented by a Gaus-

sian. We knew that a Gaussian imperfectly describes

seeing-convolved galaxy light profiles, and we had al-

ready addressed this by refitting the object in the co-

added, 2-dimensional spectra with a Moffat profile. For

most galaxies this worked fine, but for the many bright

galaxies that illuminate more than half of the slit this

approach was insufficient. For DR3 we make use of the

fact that most galaxies have been imaged by HST, for

which we derived Sérsic light profiles (see Section 2.3).

Based on the observed light profile in the LEGA-C spec-

tra, collapsed in the wavelength direction, we construct

a galaxy+seeing profile by convolving the Sérsic profile

with a Moffat profile, and propagating the resulting pro-

file through a rectangular slit with width 1 arcsec. The

two Moffat parameters are optimized in this fit, produc-

ing a spectral extraction kernel that encompasses both

the galaxy and the seeing. As before (see DR2) this ker-

nel is used at each wavelength bin to fit for the sky and

the object flux.
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After co-addition of the sky-subtracted 2-dimensional

spectra we check for systematic effects in the sky sub-

traction. For some galaxies located near the edge of

their slit, or where multiple objects lie in the same slit,

the sky subtraction was imperfect. In those cases, as for

DR2, a new sky subtraction was performed by fitting

a new Moffat profile, producing a new sky and a new

object extraction.

2.2.2. Telluric Absorption

For DR2 we created a telluric absorption spectrum for

each of the 32 masks based on the spectrum of a blue

star included in those masks. This left two unaddressed

problems. First, for some blue stars the wavelength cov-

erage was insufficient to probe the strong telluric fea-

tures around 9000Å. Second, a fixed telluric spectrum

for each of the > 100 objects in a mask leaves very sig-

nificant high-frequency residuals (see Fig. 3) due to 2

effects: errors in the wavelength calibration at the level

of ∼ 0.1−0.2Å due to small, but unavoidable variations

in object-slit alignments (if the blue star has a different

alignment than a galaxy, then there will be a wavelength

shift in the spectrum and, consequently, a difference in

the telluric absorption spectrum); galaxies are not point

sources, such that the line-spread function is broader for

objects with larger angular sizes, leading to a smoother

telluric absorption spectra for galaxies than for stars –

this effect varies from galaxy to galaxy.

To remedy these effects we revised the telluric absorp-

tion correction for DR3 compared to DR1 and DR2:

• All telluric absorption features in the 6000 −
9300Å wavelength range arise due to only two

species: H2O and O2. We choose a well-

calibrated white dwarf spectrum taken with

ESO/X-SHOOTER (WD0839-327, Programme

ID 098.D-0392(A)) and create H2O and O2 tel-

luric absorption template spectra using the wave-

length ranges 6860 < λ/Å < 6925 and 7580 <

λ/Å < 7710 (the A and B bands) for O2 and

the wavelength ranges 6925 < λ/Å < 7580 and

λ/Å > 7710 for H2O. Note that the combination

covers the entire wavelength range λ > 6860Å,

that is, most of the LEGA-C spectra.

• We fit the H2O and O2 templates to the blue star

spectrum, varying the strength of the H2O and O2

features. The key here is all features arising due

to O2 vary together (primarily as a function of air-

mass) as do theH2O features (mostly as a function

of humidity). This produces a master telluric ab-

sorption spectrum for each mask. This approach

remedies incomplete wavelength coverage for the

blue stars in some of our masks.

• For each galaxy the co-added 1D spectrum is di-

vided by the master absorption spectrum for its

mask, but allowing two parameters to vary: a shift

in wavelength (to account for slit misalignments)

and a smoothing factor (to account for the fact

that galaxies have a broader line-spread functions

than stars). Note that the strengths of the telluric

absorption features are kept fixed for this step.

The resulting telluric absorption correction spectra

are divided into the galaxy spectra and propagated into

the variance spectra.

2.2.3. Flux Calibration

The standard procedure for flux calibration, based on

spectroscopic observations of standard stars with the

same instrumental setup, is not feasible for LEGA-C.

Slit/galaxy alignment varies from exposure to exposure,

and throughout the field of view, so that it is impossible

to construct a calibration spectrum that can be applied

to all galaxy spectra. Instead, we calibrate our galaxy

spectra with the aid of well-calibrated photometric spec-

tral energy distributions.

The approach used for DR3 is conceptually the same

as described in the DR2 paper, but several improve-

ments were made. As demonstrated in Appendix B, the

photometric zero points are improved compared to the

original photometry from Muzzin et al. (2013b), and we

only use a subset of photometric bands (BV rizY J) for

the SED fit. For consistency with full-spectral fitting re-

sults that will be described in a forthcoming paper, we

perform the photometric SED fits with the bagpipes

code (Carnall et al. 2018) instead of FAST (Kriek et al.

2009), which was used for DR2. We use bagpipes to

fit the new photometric SED with double power-law

star-formation histories (instead of exponentially declin-

ing star-formation histories which were used for DR2);

recent work (e.g., Carnall et al. 2019) shows that, es-

pecially for star-forming galaxies, rising-then-declining

star-formation rates are a necessary choice to avoid bi-

ases in, e.g., stellar mass estimates. But for our purpose

of flux calibration this change is not particularly rele-

vant, and only made for consistency. The best-fitting

templates from the SED fits are compared with the un-

calibrated LEGA-C spectra by fitting a 5th-order Legen-

dre polynomial to the ratio of the two. The calibrated

spectra (as well as the variance spectra) are then ob-

tained by multiplying the polynomials with the uncali-

brated spectra. The resulting, calibrated DR3 spectra

differ slightly in overall shape and normalization com-

pared to DR2, as illustrated for a typical example in

Figure 3.
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2.3. Hubble Space Telescope Imaging

We measure structural parameters as described by

(van der Wel et al. 2016) from the relatively shallow

(but wide area) COSMOS HST/ACS imaging (Scoville

et al. 2007). The formal uncertainties on the structural

parameters are assigned on the basis of the total S/N

of the object, as described by van der Wel et al. (2012),

but as described below they are adapted based the com-

parison with the structural parameters from CANDELS

(Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011; van der Wel

et al. 2012) as determined with the MegaMORPH soft-

ware package (Häußler et al. 2013). The latter are ob-

tained from deeper data, and with differences in method-

ology, most notably distortion correction, PSF construc-

tion and background subtraction. It is beyond the scope

of this paper to present an in-depth analysis of the dif-

ferences, and here we simply compare the results and

interpret these as indicative of the systematic uncer-

tainties. For the 151 overlapping galaxies in our catalog

for which the Sérsic parameters did not reach a limit-

ing value (such as Sérsic index n = 6) in galfit (Peng

et al. 2010) we find a median effective radius difference

of −2% (our estimates are smaller), with a bi-weight

scatter of 11%. For the Sérsic index, shape b/a, po-

sition angle, and total magnitude these statistics are,

respectively: +3 ± 17%, −1 ± 3%, −1.8 ± 2.8 deg, and

0.06± 0.18 mag (ours are fainter). We apply these scat-

ter values (but not the systematic offsets) as minimum

uncertainties in our catalog. Correlations of this scat-

ter with object brightness, size, and Sérsic index are

very weak; the scatter is, apparently, not due to limit-

ing S/N in the COSMOS imaging but must be mainly

due to a series of systematic effects resulting from dif-

ferences in methodology. We can therefore interpret the

scatter values as the random uncertainty, and we assign

those values to all objects for which the formal random

uncertainties are smaller. This is the case for more than

90% of the galaxies in our sample.

3. SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS

3.1. Redshifts

Given the depth of the spectra a redshift measurement

is almost always possible, especially for the primary tar-

gets. The 4081 spectra yield 3937 redshift measurements

(99.6% for primary targets; 87.4% for fillers – see Table

1), determined by the XCSAO cross-correlation software

package (Kurtz et al. 1992) with the galaxy templates

from Hinton et al. (2016) amended with four high-S/N

LEGA-C spectra DR2 for galaxies with different prop-

erties (quiescent, star-forming, dusty and emission-line

dominated). The redshift measurements are further re-

fined below (Section 3.2) when modeling the stellar and

gas kinematics.

3.2. Stellar and Ionized Gas Kinematics

We use the recent Python implementation of pPXF

(Cappellari 2017) to estimate stellar and ionized gas ve-

locity dispersions. The procedure is explained in de-

tail by Bezanson et al. (2018b) and in the DR2 paper.

Briefly, we use a set of single stellar population mod-

els based on high-resolution (R = 10, 000) theoretical

templates from C. Conroy (priv. communication); this

high resolution allows us to take maximum advantage

of the high effective resolution of the LEGA-C spectra

(see DR2 paper: R ∼ 3500; FWHM=86km/s or σ =

36km/s). In addition to the stellar continuum model we

add a set of emission lines (see Table 2). The pPXF fit

consists of optimizing the combination of the templates,

emission lines, a 3rd-order multiplicative polynomials

and an additive polynomial to reproduce the integrated,

1-dimensional spectra. The integrated stellar velocity

dispersions σ′?,int andσ′g,int
1 are estimated by broaden-

ing the templates with Gaussians (no higher-order mo-

ments are fit); the stellar and emission line dispersions

are allowed to be different, but emission lines all have

the same velocity dispersion in a given spectrum. This

produces a stellar velocity dispersion for 3528 of the 3937

spectra with redshift measurements (96.8% for primary

targets; 56.7% for fillers – see Table 1). The precision

of the resulting uncertainties is assessed in Appendix C.

The pPXF fit also refines the initial redshift measure-

ment described in Section 3.1. If no successful pPXF

fit was performed, the initial redshift is adopted as the

final redshift estimate.

3.3. Emission Line Fluxes and Equivalent Widths

As a first step we rerun pPXF as described above

in Section 3.2 but replacing the theoretical Conroy

templates with the lower-resolution empirical templates

based on the MILES library (Sánchez-Blázquez et al.

2006; Falcón-Barroso et al. 2011). The reason for this

choice is that the empirical templates better reproduce

the stellar continuum than the theoretical templates

(see Figure 5, bottom panel for an illustration), per-

haps due to missing species in the theoretical spectra

(C. Conroy, priv. comm.). We prefer the theoretical

templates for the kinematic measurements due to their

superior spectral resolution; R = 10000 (or FWHM=

30 km/s) vs. R ∼ 1800 (or FWHM=167 km/s). We

1 The notation σ ‘prime’ and ‘integrated’, introduced by Bezan-
son et al. (2018b), refers to the fact that these are line-of-sight
dispersions, integrated over the entire galaxy (modulo slit losses).
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Figure 4. Compilation of 2707 normalized spectra with measured stellar velocity dispersions and HγA indices. Top: The color
coding is based on the order of HγA absorption (strongest/youngest: blue; weakest/oldest: red) . Bottom: Horizontally aligned,
vertically sorted by HγA absorption. For visualization purposes outlying wavelength elements were replaced by the continuum
model described in Section 3.3 (outliers are defined as wavelength elements with fluxes more than 10% different from the model),
and boxcar smoothed by 200 km s−1. In addition, the additive and multiplicative polynomials used to match the model spectra
and the observed spectra were removed: this way variations in spectral slope that are not associated with the stellar content
(e.g., dust attenuation and errors in the relative flux calibration) are removed. The color intensity (top panel) declines at longer
wavelengths due to the smaller number of spectra with wavelength coverage.

also note that these theoretical templates are limited to

fixed, solar abundance ratios, and do not use variable

abundance ratios as in, e.g., Conroy et al. (2018). Im-

portantly, there is no systematic difference between the

inferred stellar velocity dispersions and the typical dif-

ference is about half of the measurement uncertainty.

This implies that template mismatch does not play a

dominant role in our velocity dispersion measurements.

Since the empirical templates produce a more accurate

continuum subtraction they provide a better representa-

tion of the emission line velocity profiles and strengths.

This produces an ionized gas velocity dispersion for 2674

of the 3937 spectra with redshift measurements (67.9%)

– many of the passive galaxies do not show sufficiently

bright emission lines to allow for a dispersion measure-

ment. To determine emission line fluxes and equivalent

widths we use platefit (Brinchmann et al. 2004) on the

stellar continuum subtracted spectra. All lines are fit si-

multaneously, allowing for a 300 km s−1 offset between

the Balmer and forbidden lines. The equivalent widths
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Figure 5. Four spectra and HST images of galaxies with typical S/N for their respective global properties such as luminosity
and redshift. From top to bottom, a blue star-forming galaxy, a red star-forming galaxy, a post-starburst galaxy / merger
remnant, and a massive elliptical galaxy. The templates indicated with red (blue) lines represent the stellar continuum excluding
(including) nebular emission lines. The stellar templates are the theoretical Conroy templates used for measuring stellar velocity
dispersions. For the star-forming galaxies the broad Balmer absorption lines are filled with narrow Balmer line emission. In the
bottom panel no emission lines are present; the green line represents the stellar continuum model using empirical stellar spectra
rather than theoretical stellar spectra (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3 for details).
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are then computed with respect to the stellar contin-

uum model. The procedure (and first scientific appli-

cation) are described in full detail by Maseda et al. (in

prep.). The reason for not using pPXF to measure the

emission-line fluxes is that it is not advisable to include

a large number of (mostly faint) emission lines, which

would interfere with the continuum modeling; only the

Balmer lines and bright Oxygen lines are therefore mod-

eled with pPXF. Platefit is custom-made to measure a

large number of emission lines in a flexible manner.

The uncertainties are described in full in Appendix

C, but here it is important to emphasize that the irreg-

ular spatial distribution of line-emitting regions within

galaxies leads to unpredictable slit losses. Our duplicate

observations regularly show differences in emission line

characteristics – kinematic as well as line strength – that

far exceed the measurement uncertainties. Visual in-

spection reveals that such cases arise due to particularly

bright, centrally offset emission-line regions, which may

fall inside the slit for one of the duplicates but outside

for the other. These differences arise through variations

in slit alignment. This implies a systematic uncertainty

that cannot be quantified on a case by case basis, as we

do not have a good description of the spatial distribution

of emission lines.2 We estimate that this uncertainty on

the emission line fluxes and gas velocity dispersions is

of the order of 15%, but we do not propagate this into

the generally much more precise formal measurement

uncertainties in the catalog.

3.4. Absorption Line Indices

Absorption lines are often weak and variations among

galaxies small. Controlling for systematic effects in the

sky subtraction, the noise model, and the wavelength

calibration is challenging, especially in the red part of

the optical spectrum with large and rapid changes in

variance with wavelength. Absorption line indices are

defined to be measured from constant-variance spectra

– which is a good assumption in the blue part of the op-

tical spectrum – but weighing wavelength elements dif-

ferently across the index wavelength interval introduces

a bias in the equivalent width. Yet ignoring the variance

spectrum can also introduce a bias, and always increases

the random uncertainty due to the equal weights given

to high-noise wavelength elements. These issues do not

have a perfect solution and motivate the full spectral

fitting approach, but since those are strongly model de-

pendent, index measurements still play an indispensable

2 For stellar light we rely on the HST image, and variations in slit
losses play a very minor role for the more symmetric stellar light
in the first place.

role in empirically presenting stellar population proper-

ties in a manner that will not change over time as our

knowledge of the spectral evolution of stellar popula-

tions further improves.

We implement a solution for obtaining approximately

bias-free index measurements that do not strongly suf-

fer from high-noise wavelength elements as follows. We

create a model spectrum consisting of a linear com-

bination of the stellar spectra in the MILES library3

and a 15th order, multiplicative Legendre polynomial4.

First, we scale the error spectrum such that the reduced

χ2 value is unity, resulting in slightly (typically, 20%)

larger formal measurement uncertainties. Second, we

linearly interpolate over spectral elements that deviate

by more than 2σ (and with a minimum of 10%) from the

model. About 7% of all wavelength elements used in in-

dex measurements are flagged and interpolated over in

this manner. If the fraction of deviating pixels exceeds

30% within the wavelength bandpasses of the index then

the index is considered to be not measured. To reiter-

ate: the model is only used to identif deviant wavelength

elements, not to replace them; the models do not di-

rectly enter into the index measurements. In Appendix

C we assess the formal measurement uncertainties. Note

that the indices are measured without wavelength con-

volution to a fixed spectra resolution; a σ∗ dependence

therefore exists. This is usually accounted for when com-

paring with models (e.g., Gallazzi et al. 2014).

The catalog (Section 4.2) includes all measured in-

dices, but we recommend using only those for which the

galaxy has a measured stellar velocity dispersion. But

given that > 95% of primary targets have a σ′?,int mea-

surement the subsample with stellar population infor-

mation is highly complete. Naturally, which absorption

features are actually measured depends on the wave-

length coverage. For example, 81% of primary targets

with σ′?,int measurements have a Hγ absorption mea-

surement, but only 21% have a Mgb absorption mea-

surement. The wavelength coverage of each spectrum is

provided in the catalog.

To illustrate the bulk stellar population properties

and trends for the galaxy population as a whole we

show in Figure 7 the distribution of DN4000, HδA, and

FE4383. The age and metallicity indicators are strongly

correlated, but unfortunately this does not translate

3 We do not use the continuum models constructed in Secs. 3.2 and
3.3 in order to reduce as much as possible any stellar population
model dependency in our index measurements

4 The order of the polynomial was based on a convergence test
with increasingly larger orders. Higher orders do not change the
statistical properties of the residuals, while lower orders leave
systematic residuals.
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Figure 6. See caption of Figure 5 for a full description. The top three panels show spectra of objects that were flagged on
the basis of their morphology (FLAG MORPH – see text for details). 127622 shows 4 closely separated galaxies in the HST
image, most likely all at the same redshift. The combined light in the spectrum is unambiguous in its interpretation, but the
structural properties and stellar kinematics are difficult to assess. 187404 is flagged due to the ambiguous interpretation of the
spectrum: this spectrum (as well as the HST image) shows two galaxies at different redshifts. 225103 shows an almost perfect
Einstein ring of a galaxy at an unknown redshift, lensed by an elliptical galaxy. The fourth panel (66076) shows an example of
the several dozen z > 1.2 Mg absorbers in the LEGA-C sample: this merger galaxy shows outflowing material with velocities
up to ∼ 2000 km s−1.
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Figure 7. Left: HδA vs. DN4000, color-coded with FE4383. Right: HδA vs. FE4383, color-coded with DN4000.

in a straightforward manner into a correlation between

age and metallicity: metal features such as FE4383 are

also primarily sensitive to age, as is shown by the age-

metallicity grid. In forthcoming papers the stellar popu-

lation properties will be analyzed in detail to provide age

and metallicity estimates, and we will build on our previ-

ous full-spectral fitting efforts (Chauke et al. 2018, 2019;

Barǐsić et al. 2020) to explore the full star-formation and

chemical enrichment histories.

4. DATA RELEASE CONTENTS

4.1. Spectra

The primary data product consists of the spectra

and corresponding weights (inverse variance spectra)5,6.

Figure 4 compiles 2707 emission-line subtracted spectra

with measured stellar velocity dispersions and HγA ab-

sorption indices, visualizing the rich content of the

dataset. First, we see how the Balmer break seen

for young galaxies gradually transitions into the 4000Å

break for old galaxies. Second, although the old galax-

ies show stronger metal features, the spectra of indi-

vidual young galaxies show the same features, enabling

the measurement of their star-formation histories and

metallicities.

5 The spectra and catalog have been released by ESO:
http://archive.eso.org/cms/eso-archive-news/Third-and-
final-release-of-the-Large-Early-Galaxy-Census-LEGA-C-
Spectroscopic-Public-Survey-published.html

6 The spectra and catalog are available on this website: https:
//users.ugent.be/∼avdrwel/research.html#legac

For a more detailed look into the characteristics of the

data we examine a small subset of galaxies in Figure 5,

which shows four very different types of galaxies, from

blue/late-type to red/early-type. All steps in the anal-

ysis described above are illustrated here. The Doppler

broadening of the absorption and emission line features –

decomposed into two components: continuum and emis-

sion lines – produces velocity dispersion measurements

(for the two examples in the top two panels the gas

and stellar dispersions agree well). The bottom panel

demonstrates the difficulty of finding a single-size-fits-

all analysis method: the high-spectral resolution theo-

retical stellar population models used for stellar veloc-

ity dispersion measurements do not fit the spectra of

old galaxies as well as models based on empirical stellar

libraries. This mismatch, which may be the result of

missing species in the theortical templates and/or non-

solar abundance ratios, will be explored in future work.

Figure 6 shows four examples of non-standard objects.

We see an early-stage merger, a projected pair (that

would have been classified as a merger without a spec-

trum), and a strong gravitational lens – these 3 objects

are flagged in the catalog as described in Section 4.2.

Finally, we show an outflow seen in Mg absorption at

z = 1.3. The LEGA-C sample size guarantees the fre-

quent occurrence of such cases, and makes for a fasci-

nating treasure trove.

http://archive.eso.org/cms/eso-archive-news/Third-and-final-release-of-the-Large-Early-Galaxy-Census-LEGA-C-Spectroscopic-Public-Survey-published.html
http://archive.eso.org/cms/eso-archive-news/Third-and-final-release-of-the-Large-Early-Galaxy-Census-LEGA-C-Spectroscopic-Public-Survey-published.html
http://archive.eso.org/cms/eso-archive-news/Third-and-final-release-of-the-Large-Early-Galaxy-Census-LEGA-C-Spectroscopic-Public-Survey-published.html
https://users.ugent.be/~avdrwel/research.html#legac
https://users.ugent.be/~avdrwel/research.html#legac
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Figure 8. Effective radius vs. stellar velocity dispersion for galaxies in the redshift range 0.6 . z . 1, color-coded HδA
absorption equivalent width. From left to bottom right: literature compilation before LEGA-C (see text for references); the full
LEGA-C sample; quiescent galaxies in LEGA-C; star-forming galaxies in LEGA-C. A trend between HδA and σ′?,int is evident;
older galaxies have higher velocity dispersions. A similar trend with size is not as clear.

4.2. Catalog

In Table 2 we list the contents of the electronic pub-

lic data release. For the 4081 spectra we provide 61

quantities and, where relevant, their uncertainties. For

each quantity we indicate for how many of the spectra

it has been measured and with what range in values

and uncertainties. For example, we have a median red-

shift (Z SPEC) of z = 0.808 and 3528 measured stellar

velocity dispersions σ′?,int (SIGMA STARS PRIME) with a

median value of 161 km s−1 (the 16-84%-ile range is 106

to 222 km s−1) and median uncertainty of 13 km s−1

(the 16-84%-ile range is 7 to 24 km s−1).

The user should be aware of various meta parameters

and peculiarities of the dataset. ID LEGAC is a running

integer number to identify unique spectra, but because

of the duplicate observations, there are cases with mul-

tiple spectra of the same objects and some ID entries

from the Muzzin et al. (2013a) catalog appear more than

once. The PRIMARY flag indicates whether the galaxy

was selected from the Ks-band selected parent sample

(1) or as a filler (0).

We have created two flags that should be kept in

mind when assigning meaning to the measured quan-

tities. FLAG SPEC: A subset of spectra show clear evi-
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Figure 9. HST/ACS F814W images (∼30 physical kpc on the side) as a function of HδA absorption equivalent width and
stellar velocity dispersion σ′?,int. All galaxies with HST images, and measured σ′?,int, HδA and Sérsic n are included in the figure,
with a non-overlapping foreground layer of 257 galaxies. The inset panel shows the full distribution, now color-coded with Sérsic
index. From top (young) to bottom (old) we see a gradual transition from late- to early-type visual morphologies. At high
HδA > 6 we also often see irregular morphologies, indicative of interactions. The key observation is that at fixed σ′?,int galaxies
show a large variety in visual morphology and Sérsic index, while HδA (an age indicator) predicts these properties rather well.
And conversely, morphology and Sérsic index broadly predict age.

dence of AGN affecting the continuum shape, compro-

mising the interpretation of the index measurements.

Upon visual inspection we decided to flag all 107 galax-

ies with mid-infrared and/or X-ray AGN even if the

majority do not show an obvious issue; the catalog en-

try FLAG SPEC=1 indicates such AGN. Narrow-line

and radio AGN do not present a problem for our spec-

tral analysis and are not flagged. However, in 25 cases

we found that the photometry-based flux calibration

showed significant imperfections, potentially compro-

mising the measurement of absorption and emission in-

dices. These are indicated by FLAG SPEC=2.
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FLAG MORPH: In most cases the light coming through

the slit is from a single galaxy with a regular morphol-

ogy, but in a significant minority of cases this is not the

case. In order to address this we devise the catalog pa-

rameter FLAG MORPH with value 0, 1 or 2. Single galaxies

with regular morphologies have a value 0. Spectra for

which the light coming through the slit does not come

from single, regular galaxies get a flag value 1; these are

often irregular galaxies such as merger remnants, but

also multiple galaxies that are separated in the HST im-

age, but not in the spectrum. The guiding principle

when assigning flag values of 1 is that the combination

of the stellar velocity dispersion (from the spectrum)

and structural parameters (from the HST image) can-

not be included in an analysis of the Fundamental Plane

or other scaling relations. Spectra that have, on top of

this, the problem that the light comes from galaxies at

different redshifts receive a flag value 2. Again, the guid-

ing principle is that the presence of a secondary object at

the different redshift prevents us from using the stellar

velocity dispersion and the structural parameters for a

scaling relation analysis. In total, 257 are flagged, 14 of

which have flag value 2. Many more galaxies have low-

level ‘contamination’ from secondary sources in the slit,

but not to the extent that the measurements presented

here are ambiguous in their interpretation.

Note that the measurements as presented in the cata-

log are not wrong for spectra with FLAG MORPH value

1 or 2 – the flag simply alerts the user to a possible is-

sue with the interpretation of the measurement, not an

issue with the measurements themselves. For example,

we have a spectrum with a correctly measured velocity

dispersion of 623 km s−1, and close inspection of the

HST image reveals a double nucleus. This combination

indicates that we are seeing an early-stage merger where

the two components happen to be aligned almost per-

fectly or closely separated in real space. Obviously, the

high stellar velocity dispersion does not trace the inter-

nal dynamical structure of either component, but rather

the orbital motion of the pair.

The structural parameters (Section 2.3) for 3800 ob-

jects are also included in the catalog. Most missing

values are the result of imperfect overlap between the

LEGA-C and COSMOS-ACS footprints. We give a

SERSIC LIMIT flag to indicate for which objects the pa-

rameters reached the galfit limiting value (e.g., n = 6).

Finally, we publish the virial mass (LOG MVIR) and its

uncertainty, derived as explained in an accompanying

paper (van Houdt et al., in prep.). In short, it is given

by

Mvir = K(n)
σ2
?,virRsma

G
, (1)

where n is SERSIC N, K(n) = 8.87 − 0.831n +

0.0241n2, Rsma is the semi-major axis length SERSIC RE

in kpc, G the gravitational constant, and σ?,vir

(SIGMA STARS VIR) is the inclination- and aperture-

corrected velocity dispersion:

σ?,vir = σ′2?,int

(
0.87 + 0.39 · e−3.78(1−q)

)
, (2)

with q the projected axis ratio (SERSIC Q). In principle,

at least for flat galaxies, one might expect a difference

in σ?,vir (and σ′?,int), depending on the angle between

the major axis of the galaxy and the slit, but we find

no significant evidence. This might be due to the small

sample size of just ten duplicate observations for flat

galaxies (b/a < 0.5) and for which the position angle

differs by more than 45 degrees, and for those we can

only constrain the effect on σ?,vir (and σ′?,int) to be less

than 10%. Larger samples are needed to provide a more

precise constraint.

Our new definition of the virial mass is different from

(and up to 50% higher than) what has been the norm

in the high-redshift community: instead of circularized

radius we use the major-axis length, and we use an

inclination-corrected velocity dispersion relying on the

observational result that most galaxies are oblate ro-

tators (e.g., Weijmans et al. 2014; Foster et al. 2017).

(Most intrinsically round ellipticals have q ∼ 0.8, and

therefore have an inclination correction near unity.)

These masses were calibrated against dynamical models

applied to spatially resolved stellar kinematic measure-

ments.

5. FIRST-LOOK RESULTS & OUTLOOK

In order to visualize the increase in sample size and

parameter space compared to previous work that LEGA-

C represents (not counting previous LEGA-C data re-

leases), we show the size-σ′?,int distribution in Figure 8.

Before LEGA-C the combined efforts of observing pro-

grams with the goal to collect spectra with sufficient

quality to determine the stellar velocity dispersions for

individual galaxies with HST imaging in the 0.6 . z . 1

redshift range yielded 231 such measurements (van der

Wel et al. 2005; Treu et al. 2005; Gallazzi et al. 2014;

Bezanson et al. 2015), of which the vast majority are

quiescent and very massive due to sample selection. A

subset of 119 of these have stellar population measure-

ments from Gallazzi et al. (2014) and Shetty & Cap-

pellari (2015).7 We note that the SHELS survey Geller

7 For the galaxies from Shetty & Cappellari (2015) we crudely es-
timated HδA from their published ages. While not very precise
these estimates serve the purpose of illustrating the existing sam-
ples before LEGA-C.
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et al. (2016) that mostly targets galaxies at z ∼ 0.3 has

a high-redshift tail of ∼60 galaxies at z ∼ 0.6. Their

σ∗ and stellar population properties have been used in

publications (Zahid et al. 2016) but not published in

tabulated form.

LEGA-C expands the sample of galaxies with mea-

sured and stellar population properties and velocity dis-

persions to over 3000, while also greatly expanding pa-

rameter space of galaxy mass and type. Note that we

only counted ‘field’ galaxies in this comparison – dozens

of cluster galaxies in this redshift range also have σ∗
measurements (van Dokkum et al. 1998; Wuyts et al.

2004; Holden et al. 2010; Jørgensen & Chiboucas 2013).

In addition, field galaxy measurements at z > 1 now also

number in the dozens (van Dokkum et al. 2009; Newman

et al. 2010; Toft et al. 2012; van de Sande et al. 2013,

2014; Belli et al. 2014; Longhetti et al. 2014; Newman

et al. 2015; Hill et al. 2016; Belli et al. 2017; Toft et al.

2017; Saracco et al. 2019).

The near-absence of a correlation between galaxy size

and velocity dispersion – this is an almost face-on pro-

jection of the fundamental plane – vividly reveals the

connection between galaxy structure and stellar popu-

lation content. High-σ galaxies have weaker Hδ absorp-

tion (that is, older ages), a trend that is seen for the

population as a whole as well as for UVJ-selected star-

forming galaxies. Within the quiescent population there

is a smattering for compact galaxies with strong Hδ ab-

sorption, which we can readily identify as post-starburst

galaxies (Wu et al. 2018a, 2020). It goes far beyond

the scope of this paper, but Figure 8 clearly invites an

analysis as presented for present-day galaxies by Graves

et al. (2009) with the added advantage of being able to

measure evolution in the size-σ′?,int plane.

Figure 9 makes the explicit connection between galaxy

morphology, structure, kinematics and stellar popula-

tion age. Morphologically late-type galaxies generally

have young ages and low stellar velocity dispersion,

whereas early-type galaxies have old ages and high σ∗.

At fixed σ∗ we see, from young to old age, a change

from late- to early-type morphology, and an increase in

Sérsic index. Galaxy morphology at fixed Hδ shows less

variety or trend than at fixed σ∗, although for late types

we do see an increased Sérsic index at high σ∗, that is,

increased bulge prominence. In short, the visual (mor-

phological) appearance of a galaxy in this redshift range

first and foremost reflects its age, rather than its dynam-

ical structure. A more in-depth analysis is beyond the

scope of this data release paper, but this Figure shows

the potential of LEGA-C to produce a significant leap

forward in our understanding of galaxy formation and

evolution by providing for the first time SDSS-quality

spectroscopy for the general galaxy population 7 Gyr

ago. We encourage the community to take advantage of

this unique, publicly available dataset.
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Table 2. Catalog Contents

Catalog Entry Unit N objects Value Range Uncertainty Range Comment

[min,max] or [16, 50, 84%-ile] [16, 50, 84%-ile]

ID LEGAC INT 4081 [1, 4081]

ID INT 4081 [3945, 262197] Muzzin et al. (2013b)

MASK INT 4081 [1, 102] LEGA-C mask id

RAJ2000A degrees 4081 [149.379760, 150.774770] J2000

DECJ2000 degrees 4081 [1.747992, 2.804280] J2000

PRIMARY INT [1053, 3028] [0, 1] primary (1) / filler (0)

Z 3937 [0.672, 0.808, 0.964] LEGA-C spec.-z

SIGMA STARS PRIME km s−1 3528 [106, 161, 222] [7, 13, 24] σ′?,int

Table 2 continued
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Table 2 (continued)

Catalog Entry Unit N objects Value Range Uncertainty Range Comment

[min,max] or [16, 50, 84%-ile] [16, 50, 84%-ile]

SIGMA GAS PRIME km s−1 2674 [68, 128, 201] [2, 7, 21]2 σ′g,int

LICK HD A Å 3147 [0.3, 3.8, 6.3] [0.3, 0.6, 1.4] Absorption line

LICK HD F 3175 [1.5, 3.3, 4.9] [0.2, 0.4, 0.9] ””

LICK HG A Å 2899 [-3.2, 1.4, 4.9] [0.4, 0.7, 1.5] ””

LICK HG F Å 2913 [-0.1, 2.5, 4.5] [0.2, 0.4, 0.9] ””

LICK HB Å 1579 [2.0, 3.3, 4.9] [0.4, 0.7, 1.6] ””

LICK CN1 mag 3029 [-0.12, -0.06, 0.03] [0.01, 0.02, 0.04] ””

LICK CN2 mag 3033 [-0.07, -0.01, 0.08] [0.01, 0.02, 0.05] ””

LICK CA4227 Å 3115 [0.1, 0.7, 1.1] [0.2, 0.4, 0.8] ””

LICK G4300 Å 3032 [0.2, 2.5, 4.8] [0.4, 0.7, 1.5] ””

LICK FE4383 Å 2800 [0.8, 2.7, 4.3] [0.5, 1.0, 2.2] ””

LICK CA4455 Å 2701 [0.1, 0.9, 1.4] [0.3, 0.5, 1.1] ””

LICK FE4531 Å 2470 [1.2, 2.5, 3.5] [0.4, 0.8, 1.9] ””

LICK C4668 Å 2026 [0.5, 3.6, 6.1] [0.7, 1.3, 2.9] ””

LICK FE5015 Å 1120 [1.6, 3.8, 5.2] [0.6, 1.2, 2.8] ””

LICK MG1 mag 438 [0.00, 0.03, 0.08] [0.01, 0.01, 0.03] ””

LICK MG2 mag 432 [0.046, 0.11, 0.20] [0.01, 0.02, 0.04] ””

LICK MGB Å 761 [1.0, 2.3, 3.7] [0.3, 0.6, 1.5] ””

LICK FE5270 Å 525 [0.8, 2.0, 2.8] [0.4, 0.7, 1.7] ””

LICK FE5335 Å 435 [0.9, 1.9, 2.7] [0.4, 0.7, 2.0] ””

LICK FE5406 Å 320 [0.4, 1.1, 1.8] [0.3, 0.6, 1.4] ””

D4000 N 2838 [1.23, 1.40, 1.76] [0.02, 0.03, 0.06]

OII 3727 FLUX 10−19 erg/s/cm2/Å 2777 [53, 316, 863] [12, 21, 41]2 Emission line

OII 3727 EW Å 2765 [1.51, 8.74, 25.9] [0.32, 0.6, 1.2]2 ””

NEIII 3869 FLUX 10−19 erg/s/cm2/Å 3139 [-5, 14, 47] [8, 13, 24]2 ””

NEIII 3869 EW Å 3130 [-0.11, 0.28, 0.98] [0.14, 0.28, 0.55]2 ””

HEI 3890 FLUX 10−19 erg/s/cm2/Å 3190 [3, 27, 71] [8, 14, 25]2 ””

HEI 3890 EW Å 3181 [0.09, 0.62, 1.55] [0.18, 0.33, 0.66]2 ””

Hd FLUX 10−19 erg/s/cm2/Å 3392 [-3, 29, 103] [8, 13, 25]2 ””

Hd EW Å 3368 [-0.04, 0.59, 2.13] [0.13, 0.25, 0.52]2 ””

Hg FLUX 10−19 erg/s/cm2/Å 3195 [1, 61, 212] [8, 16, 28]2 ””

Hg EW Å 3163 [0.04, 1.25, 4.29] [0.13, 0.26, 0.56]2 ””

OIII 4363 FLUX 10−19 erg/s/cm2/Å 3167 [-15, 2, 19] [8, 14, 26]2 ””

OIII 4363 EW Å 3205 [-0.21, 0.03, 0.29] [0.11, 0.20, 0.42]2 ””

Hb FLUX 10−19 erg/s/cm2/Å 1858 [7, 164, 580] [11, 19, 34]2 ””

Hb EW Å 1830 [0.09, 3.26, 10.8] [0.13, 0.28, 0.58]2 ””

OIII 4959 FLUX 10−19 erg/s/cm2/Å 1501 [4.2, 44, 149] [9, 17, 30]2 ””

OIII 4959 EW Å 1529 [0.03, 0.43, 2.0] [0.06, 0.11, 0.24]2 ””

OIII 5007 FLUX 10−19 erg/s/cm2/Å 1372 [28, 127, 429] [12, 22, 42]2 ””

OIII 5007 EW Å 1348 [0.36, 1.5, 6.7] [0.13, 0.26, 0.61]2 ””

SERSIC RE arcsec 3800 [0.29, 0.61, 1.13] [0.03, 0.07, 0.13] Eff. radius (maj.axis)

SERSIC N 3800 [0.82, 2.53, 5.32] [0.14, 0.44, 0.92] Sérsic index

SERSIC Q 3800 [0.38, 0.64, 0.85] [0.03, 0.03, 0.03] Axis ratio

SERSIC PA degrees 3800 [-62, 2, 61] [2.8, 2.8, 2.8] From North to East

SERSIC MAG F814W AB mag 3800 [20.7, 21.5, 22.7] [0.18, 0.18, 0.18] Total mag

SERSIC LIMIT INT [3341, 459] [0, 1] Galfit constraint flag

SIGMA STARS VIR km s−1 3100 [106, 160, 222] [7, 12, 24] Virial vel. disp.

LOG MVIR M� 3100 [10.80, 11.22, 11.59] [0.06, 0.08, 0.14] Virial mass

SN Å−1 3933 [5.3, 12, 24.8]1 Avg. S/N

SN RF 4000 Å−1 3764 [7, 14.8, 26.4]1 S/N at rest 4000Å

SN OBS 8030 Å−1 3904 [6.8, 15.8, 30.9]1 S/N at obs 8030Å

Table 2 continued
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Table 2 (continued)

Catalog Entry Unit N objects Value Range Uncertainty Range Comment

[min,max] or [16, 50, 84%-ile] [16, 50, 84%-ile]

TCOR 2830 [1.5, 2.4, 6.3] Completeness corr.

SCOR 2830 [1.7, 2.6, 4.4] Selection corr.

VCOR 2830 [1.0, 1.0, 1.5] Volume corr.

FLAG MORPH INT [3824, 243, 14] [0, 1, 2] Morphology flag

FLAG SPEC INT [3949, 107, 25] [0, 1, 2] Spectroscopy flag

Note—Data release catalog. Percentile value ranges are given for those objects for which the quantity was measured, that is, non-detections and

failed measurements are not included. 1The S/N values are given for the full sample, not just the primary targets that have higher S/N than
non-primary targets. 2 These are the formal measurement uncertainties. As described in Section 3.3 there is a systematic uncertainty of 15% due
to unknown variations in slit losses.
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Figure A1. Stellar mass vs. redshift for the primary LEGA-C targets, color-coded with the Ks-dependent completeness with
respect to the parent sample of Ks-selected galaxies; this is the inverse of the completeness correction factor Scor in the catalog
as described in Section 4.2). The black line indicates the stellar mass completeness limit of the parent sample from which the
LEGA-C primary targets have been selected: above this stellar mass limit all galaxies have Ks-band magnitudes brighter than
Ks,LIM , whereas below the limit (a subset of dusty) galaxies have fainter magnitudes. The open data points show the few
galaxies without velocity dispersion measurements. The dotted line – the knee of the stellar mass function as determined by
Leja et al. (2020) – is shown for reference. LEGA-C is representative down to ∼0.3L∗ at z = 0.6 and ∼ L∗ at z = 1. The color
coding demonstrates that completeness with respect to the parent sample increases with mass, as a result of survey design:
probability of observation is determined by Ks magnitude as described in Section 2.

APPENDIX

A. COMPLETENESS

The measurements from high-redshift galaxy spectroscopic surveys are often difficult to connect to the full galaxy

population in terms of their completeness. Three factors play a key role in establishing this connection:

1. How does the parent sample from which the spectroscopic targets are chosen connect to the full galaxy population

in terms of its physical parameters? (For example, for LEGA-C, how does the Ks magnitude limit connect to a

stellar mass limit?)

2. Given the parent sample, how are targets prioritized for observation? (If chosen randomly, this is not an issue;

for LEGA-C, brighter targets in Ks have higher priority.)

3. What is the success rate of measuring the desired quantities? (For LEGA-C, these are stellar velocity dispersions

and stellar population properties for which the success rate is very high: 97%.)

The LEGA-C survey is designed to control all three factors. Factor 1: Our Ks-band selection of the parent sample

from which the targets are chosen is fairly close (but clearly not identical) to a stellar mass selection, with the added

advantage that the stellar mass is a model-dependent quantity that may change over time, while the interpretation of

a magnitude is fixed. To illustrate the effect of our parent sample selection – Ks < Ks,LIM as described in Section 2

and Figure 1 – on completeness in terms of stellar mass we show in Figure A1 the stellar mass-redshift distribution
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Figure A2. Rest-frame U − V color vs. stellar mass for galaxies in the redshift range 0.7 < z < 0.8. The primary LEGA-C
targets is color-coded with the Ks-dependent completeness with respect to the parent sample of Ks-selected galaxies, as in Figure
A1. The blue open circles represent the (unobserved) parent sample of Ks-selected galaxies; the red open circles represent all
other galaxies in the UltraVISTA photometric catalog with Ks-band magnitudes fainer than the selection limit. The observed
sample is less complete toward lower masses, but in a well-understood manner, with Scor as the correction factor. The Ks

magnitude limit is color-dependent, with a lower stellar mass limit for blue galaxies compared to red galaxies. The LEGA-C
sample is representative at z = 0.7− 0.8 down to a stellar mass limit of ∼ 3× 1010 Modot.

of the primary targets8. Ks,LIM results in a redshift-dependent stellar mass limit above which all galaxies satisfy

Ks < Ks,LIM , and below which this is not the case.

In Figure A2 we show the color-dependence on the mass completeness limit. This effect is illustrated in more detail

in Figure A3 where we show, for specific stellar mass and redshift bins, the color-color distribution of the LEGA-C

targets, the galaxies in the parent sample from which the targets are chosen, and galaxies that are fainter than Ks,LIM

(if they exist). There we see that below the mass limit the parent sample is incomplete in terms of the reddest (dusty)

galaxies. This implies that this completeness limit in reality depends on the science question at hand: if a user is

interested in face-on blue disks the stellar mass completeness limit will be much lower. Figure A1 and Figure A3

merely serve to illustrate the mechanism by which incompleteness can be assessed, depending on one’s requirements.

Factor 2: Galaxies from the Ks-selected parent sample are sorted by Ks flux and included in the mask designs in

order of decreasing flux. As a result, a larger fraction of Ks-bright galaxies from the parent sample are included in the

survey compared to Ks-faint galaxies. In fact, the fraction of included galaxies (with respect to the parent sample)

is a strictly monotonously increasing function of Ks magnitude, which means that we know the probability of survey

inclusion based on (and only on) Ks magnitude. This probability is the inverse of the sample correction factor (Scor

in the catalog – see Section 4.2). In Figure A3 the filled data points (included in LEGA-C) are representative of the

blue data points (the parent sample) when taking into account the completeness via Scor.

A second correction – the volume correction factor Vcor – accounts for the fact that a galaxy at z = 0.7 that is

brighter than Ks,LIM might not be sufficiently bright if it had been at z = 0.9. The product of Scor and Vcor –

which we call Tcor in the catalog – allows for the calculation of volume-limited quantities such as the stellar velocity

dispersion function. The extent to which this is useful depends on the amount of evolution in the time between z = 1

and z = 0.6; the correction Tcor implicitly assumes z = 0.6 and z = 1 galaxies are the same.

8 Stellar mass estimates do not play a major role in this data re-
lease paper and are used only to illustrate the issue of complete-
ness here. The stellar masses used here, determined with the
Prospector SED fitting code with the setup used by Leja et al.
(2019) and the BV rizY J photometry described in Appendix B.
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Figure A3. Rest-frame color-color diagrams for two stellar mass-redshift bins to illustrate the completeness of the Ks-selected
parent sample. Left: example of a bin where all galaxies are brighter than the Ks magnitude limit of the parent sample (there
are no red open circles). The filled, color-coded circles are the galaxies included in the LEGA-C survey. The completeness of
the observed galaxies (1/Scor in the catalog), with respect to the parent sample, is ∼ 35% in this bin, but this number depends
on galaxy color: redder galaxies are less likely to be included (due to their fainer Ks magnitude) but since the parent sample
itself does not suffer from incompleteness the observed galaxies are representative of the parent sample, removing any biases by
assigning weight factors Scor to each individual galaxy. Right: example of a bin below the stellar mass limit. A large fraction
of (red, dusty) galaxies has faint Ks magnitudes so that they are not included in the parent sample. The observed galaxies are
representative of the parent sample (the blue data points) but not the full population in this stellar mass-redshift bin.
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Figure A4. Observed-frame color-magnitude diagram (ip - Ks vs. Ks) of the primary sample, indicating those galaxies without
successful redshift or stellar velocity dispersion measurements (naturally, a measured redshift is a prerequisite for a dispersion
measurement). The success rate is extremely high – even among the tail of optically faint targets (ip ∼ 22.5− 23.0) a velocity
dispersion is measured in 85% of the cases (see text for details).

Factor 3: Crucially, the observed primary sample is highly successful in measuring redshifts and stellar velocity

dispersion measurements (Figure A4). Only 11 (0.4%) of primary targets do not have a redshift measurement, for
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a variety of technical and astrophysical reasons. Two galaxies had previously measured spectroscopic measurements

that turned out to be incorrect; three have poor spectra for technical reasons (e.g., vignetting), four spectra suffer

from contamination by lower-redshift interlopers, preventing the useful extraction of spectrum, and two galaxies have

good spectra without absorption or emission features. 97 (3%) do not have a stellar velocity dispersion measurement;

a measured velocity dispersion also serves as an indication that the stellar population properties (in the form of

absorption line index values) can be measured with reasonable precision. A stellar velocity dispersion measurement

most commonly fails among the faintest, reddest galaxies. But even among those 148 galaxies with i-band magnitudes

fainter than 22.5, 85% have a successful stellar velocity dispersion measurement, and all have redshift measurements.

Other causes that lead to a failed σ∗ measurement are AGN and (very rarely) flux calibration errors. These issues are

flagged as described below. The implication is that measurement success plays a negligible role in assessing the survey

completeness.

In summary, connecting the LEGA-C sample to the full galaxy population at z = 0.6 − 1 is possible thanks to the

high success rate of relevant measurements and the well-understood selection function.

One issue has been neglected in the above analysis: we have assumed that the photometric redshift used for target

selection is identical to the actual redshift (as measured on the basis of LEGA-C spectra). In reality there is a r.m.s.

of 0.02 in ∆z = zphot − zLEGA−C for primary targets. For 97% of the primary sample this scatter does not matter:

(zphot and zLEGA−C are both in the redshift range 0.6 < z < 1.0.

The other 3% can be divided into two groups. First, the group that arises due to random scatter near the redshift

limits z = 0.6 and z = 1. We assign to this group all galaxies (2%) with 0.56 < zLEGA−C < 0.60 and 1.00 <

zLEGA−C < 1.04, that is, within 2σ of the the redshift limits. These are still treated as primary targets and included

in the above completeness and volume corrections. This does not artificially increase the number density, since there

is a set of galaxies that is not included in the survey while they should have been: galaxies with 0.6 < z < 1.0 but

with 0.56 < zphot < 0.6 or 1.00 < zphot < 1.04. Since the scatter in ∆z is symmetric, the sets of galaxies that were

accidentally included and accidentally excluded cancel out in the above volume correction calculation.

The second group consists of galaxies (1%) with more strongly deviating redshift measurements: zLEGA−C < 0.56

or zLEGA−C > 1.04. These ‘catastrophic’ outliers are excluded from the primary sample and not taken into account

when calculating the completeness and volume corrections, which has a negligible effect on the analysis given their

small number.

B. PHOTOMETRY AND FITTING THE SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

We use a subset of the photometry from Muzzin et al. (2013b, hereafter: M13) with revised zero points. In M13

zero point corrections are applied that remove systematic differences between the initially calibrated photometry and

template spectral energy distributions. While this greatly aids photometric redshift estimates, systematic errors in

the colors of galaxies can be propagated into the catalog if the templates themselves – which are based on a particular

flavor of stellar population synthesis models – contain systematic errors. We will show below that small but significant

systematic offsets exist in the rest-frame UV and near-IR parts of the spectrum. But first we reassess the relative flux

calibrations of the M13 UltraVISTA catalog.

In Figure B1 (left-hand panel) we show that the near-IR photometry of stars in the original M13 catalog does not

coincide with the synthesized photometry of the Pickles (1998) library of stellar spectra9. An examination of the

photometry in all nine filters listed in Table B1 made clear that the Ks photometry is systematically offset from the

other UltraVISTA filters (Y , J , and H) by 0.07 mag. Applying this shift aligns the observed and synthesized stellar

photometry well. We elected to keep the total Ks band magnitude unchanged in order not to change the absolute

calibration of the source detection filter (Ks). For the optical filters V , r, i and z similar – marginally smaller – offsets

were required to align the photometry (Table B1). For the B band a larger shift was required (see Figure B2). All in

all, only the B and Ks filters received a relative zero point correction larger than 0.03 mag. The filters V , r, i, z, Y ,

J and H were already consistent with each other to within 3%.

Now that we have accurate zero points that are independent of stellar population synthesis models we are in a

position to verify those models for systematic errors. In Figure B3 (left-hand panel) we show the J −H and H −Ks

colors with revised zero points for a sample of 76 quiescent galaxies (UVJ selected) with stellar velocity dispersions

9 M stars or AGB stars in the Pickles library are known to have
imperfect model spectra, but only a few such stars (the reddest in
Figure B1) are included here, and these do not affect our analysis.
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Table B1. Zero points shifts in magnitude for 9 filters. A positive
number corresponds with decreasing the flux density / increasing the
magnitude. The shift in Ks is zero by construction.

Filter B V r i z Y J H Ks

Zero point shift 0.12 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.00

σ > 200 km s−1 and in the redshift range 0.72 < z < 0.74, chosen to contain a significant overdensity of massive

galaxies. The colors are in the observed frame at z = 0.73 and the filters correspond to rest-frame wavelengths of

∼0.7, 0.95 and 1.3µm. In the right-hand panel we show the ip − Y and Y − J colors for the same sample (rest-frame:

∼0.44, 0.6, and 0.7µm). The majority of these galaxies have been shown on the basis of their high-quality optical

spectra from LEGA-C to have little or no star formation in the past few Gyr and ages typically in the range of 3-5

Gyr (Chauke et al. 2018): their colors should resemble those of single stellar populations (SSPs). We compare these

colors with synthesized photometry for a variety of SPS models with ages in the range of 2 to 6 Gyr. The FSPS

models (Conroy et al. 2009) and the BC03 models use different Padova evolutionary tracks: Marigo & Girardi (2007)

and Bertelli et al. (1994), respectively. Neither solar nor super-solar models match the observed H −Ks colors, and

attenuation is unlikely to explain the offset both due to mismatched ‘direction’ in color-color space and the direct

evidence for low attenuation even at shorter wavelengths for this type of galaxy. Considering this set of photometric

measurements in isolation, both the Maraston and FSPS models can match the data by adopting high metallicities,

younger ages (0.5 - 1 Gyr) and a significant amount of attenuation, but these parameter ranges are firmly ruled out

by independent constraints on age (from the LEGA-C spectra) and attenuation. In the rest-frame optical wavelength

range (probed by the colors used in the right-hand panel of the figure) no such wholesale offsets are apparent and the

model colors generally correspond well with the observed colors. The result that no large changes in metallicity, age,

and attenuation are required to match the optical spectral energy distribution (SED) suggests that the problems lie

with the models in the near-IR.

In order to analyse the near-infrared offsets further we use the fitting code Prospector (Leja et al. 2019). We provide

the photometry in the wavelength range B to Ks for the filter set given in Table B1 but H and Ks are not used in the

fit; instead, residuals are calculated based on the models that are fit to the B through J photometry. 10 In Figure B4

we show the residuals in H −K across redshift. These differences between observed and inferred H −Ks colors are

to first order independent of galaxy type (star-formation activity) but strong change with redshift. The implication

is that the color offsets seen for old galaxies (Figure B3) are present in all galaxies in the redshift range z = 0.6 − 1:

the models systematically underpredict the H − Ks colors. The redshift dependence suggest that the photometric

measurements are not the problem: these would be redshift independent.

We conclude that using photometry longward of rest-frame ∼ 0.8µm leads to systematic errors in fits to the spectral

energy distribution of ∼ 20%, which will propagate into small but systematic errors in the stellar mass, star-formation

rate, attenuation, and other parameters that are inferred. For the purpose of calibrating our spectra we choose

the BV rizY J filter set. We note that if H and Ks are included in the fits, then the attenuation parameters are

adjusted to accommodate for the systematic effect. We do not fully explore this here, but one illustrative result is that

passive galaxies typically require AV ∼ 0.5, which is ruled out by other means (optical depth estimates; attenuation

measurements from spectra, ...). However, stellar mass estimates differ by no more than ∼0.05 dex on average if H

and Ks are included in SED fits.

C. UNCERTAINTIES IN SPECTRAL PROPERTIES: COMPARING DUPLICATE OBSERVATIONS

The formal uncertainties, based on the noise spectra, may not fully capture the full random error budget due

to correlations in the noise spectra and systematics in the spectra that propagate to random errors. For specific

measurements there may be specific contributions: template mismatch for σ∗, the quasi-random wavelength coverage

of emission lines for σg, flux calibration uncertainties for spectral index measurements, and so forth.

10 Note that the MIPS 24µm data are also used in this fit in order
to constrain the star-formation rate.
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Figure B1. J −H vs. H −Ks colors of stars (black) in the UltraVISTA catalog from Muzzin et al. (2013b) compared with
synthesized colors of stars (red) from the Pickles library. The left-hand panel shows the star colors with the original zero points;
the right-hand stars show the colors with the revised zero points. The red points are idential in both panels.
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Figure B2. B − V vs. V − r colors of stars (black) in the UltraVISTA catalog from Muzzin et al. (2013b) compared with
synthesized colors of stars (red) from the Pickles library. The left-hand panel shows the star colors with the original zero points;
the right-hand stars show the colors with the revised zero points. The red points are identical in both panels.

By design, LEGA-C targeted hundreds of galaxies multiple times, providing an automatic assessment of the complete

budget of spectrum-to-spectrum random uncertainties. We compare the variance in the differences between duplicate

measurements to the expected variance inferred from the formal measurement uncertainties, and correct the latter if

necessary. This approach was already used in DR2 – here we show that due to improvements in the data reduction
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Figure B3. J −H vs. H −Ks (left-hand panel) and ip − Y vs. Y − J colors (all with revised zero points) of massive, passive
galaxies at z = 0.72 − 0.74 selected from LEGA-C, compared with synthesized photometry for three SPS models (Maraston,
FSPS and BC03) and two metallicities (solar and 2× solar) in the age range 2-6 Gyr.
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Figure B4. Difference between observed H −Ks color and inferred H −Ks based on fits to the BV rizY J photometry. Color
coding is with specific star formation rate: red colors indicate passive galaxies; blue colors indicate high star-formation activity.
The strong redshift dependence indicates the offsets are not due to a simple calibration error in the photometry (which would
lead to a redshift-independent offset). The small difference between young (star-forming) and old (quiescent) galaxies that the
offsets are not strongly age dependent.

and analysis techniques such corrections are generally smaller than before. For the analysis we choose the sample

of 205 galaxies for which we have duplicate spectra with S/N > 5 and successful redshift measurements. (We omit

galaxies in mask 101, which were taken with the slits perpendicular to the rest of the survey. This leads to physically

different velocity dispersions due to projection effects along the slit.) The scatter between the duplicate measurements

is compared with the random uncertainty (added in quadrature), producing a
√
χ2/N value to parameterize the

excess scatter compared to the scatter that can be expected on the basis of the formal measurement uncertainties.

This number serves as the correction factor on our measurement uncertainties, propagated into our published catalog.
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We first examine the duplicate measurements of σ′?,int (Figure C1, left-hand side), and conclude that the true

uncertainties are 50% higher than the formally derived uncertainties. There are several possible causes: template

mismatch, correlated noise, and wavelength coverage. For σ′g,int (Figure C1, right-hand side) we infer a similar

correction of 1.5, bearing in mind the 15% systematic uncertainty discussed in Figure 3.3 due to emission line-specific

slit losses.
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Figure C1. Comparison of duplicate measurements of σ′?,int (left) and σ′g,int (right). The grey scaling reflects the measurement

uncertainties, which serves to increase the focus on high-precision measurements isntead of uncertain outliers. The factor
√

2
on the y axis serves to convert the difference between the duplicate measurements into a number that reflects the uncertainty
on the individual measurements. The dashed lines indicate the scatter; the error bar represents the typical formal uncertainty.
The upward correction factor on the formal uncertainties serve to match those with the observed scatter among the duplicate
obserations.

Figure C2 shows the results for duplicate index measurements for three spectral features. In all cases the formal

uncertainties, indicated with the error bars, are somewhat smaller than the scatter among duplicates. Analogous to

the correction factors on the velocity dispersion uncertainties we measure correction factors for all absorption indices

of a factor 1.3. Only LICK Hβ (1.8) and DN4000 (2.0) receive larger correction factors. The measurement of the

former is complicated by the often-bright emission line that is subtracted before the absorption strength is measured.

The precision of the measurement of the latter is limited by imperfections in the wavelength dependence of the flux

calibration.

Formal uncertainties on the emission line fluxes and equivalent widths are more difficult to determine due to the

aforementioned systematic problems with variable slit losses. The analysis of the LICK Hβ absorption and emission

uncertainties, driven in a large part by the decomposition of the spectrum into ionized gas emission and stellar light,

led us to adopt a correction factor of 1.8. This correction factor is applied to all emission line measurements in the

catalog, again keeping in mind a 15% systematic uncertainty that is not propagated. These results compare well with

similar tests on emission lines in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Brinchmann et al. 2008). They find typical corrections

to the uncertainty estimates are a factor 1.2−1.5 for forbidden lines and a factor of 2.0 for Balmer lines and OII 3727.
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Figure C2. Comparison of duplicate measurements of 3 absorption line indices (LICK Hδ A, LICK Hβ, LICK FE4383). See
Fig. C1 caption and text for details.
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